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LONDON. British collector Alex
Sainsbury is opening a major
new non-profit art space in east
London on 28 February. Raven
Row is entirely funded by Mr
Sainsbury, the son of Sir Timothy
and Lady Susan Sainsbury.
Raven Row has taken over two

18th-century Huguenot silk shops,
at 56 and 58 Artillery Lane. The
Grade I- and Grade II-listed
buildings had been empty for ten
years, and London-based practice
6a Architects has designed two
contemporary spaces to add to the
historic rooms. “6a designed these
in conversation with me; we had
a great dialogue,” Mr Sainsbury
told The Art Newspaper.
The opening exhibition is what

he calls a “museum-scale” show
on the New York artist Ray
Johnson (1927-95), a pioneer of
“mail art”. This is the first large-
scale European show of his work.
The programme is in place for

the next 15 months, including a
smaller show of commissioned
site-specific work later this year,
and installations by German film-
maker Harun Farocki in
November. “As we develop the
programme we can be quite
flexible,” said Mr Sainsbury.
“We’ll work through a number of
different models and possibilities.
Broadly speaking we expect there
to be five shows a year.”
Mr Sainsbury sees Raven Row

as something in the vein of a
small-scale institutional space,
such as German kunstverein, or a
grass-roots non-profit gallery such
as east London’s the Showroom
or Chisenhale. “I think the
important thing is to offer
something different to London,
otherwise there would be no point
in doing it,” he said. “My hope is
that it isn’t going to be exactly the
same as anywhere. But what I can

do, which is quite exciting, is
move between one model and
another.” There will also be a
series of residencies, with
accommodation on the upper
floors for artists and curators.
Mr Sainsbury—who is a patron

of London’s Camden Arts Centre
andArtangel—established the arts
organisation Peer in 1998, which
he is no longer connected with.
He then set up the project space
38 Langham Street, a “preamble
to Raven Row”, which ran from
2001-03. “I didn’t make a big deal
of this because I was working out
what I wanted to do,” he said. “It
was set up notionally as a
commercial space, but I didn’t
represent any artists. It was a good
way for me to find out whether
there was anything useful I could
do in the art world in London.”
Mr Sainsbury follows in the
philanthropic tradition of the
Sainsbury family. With his two
brothers, Sir Timothy funded an
extension to London’s National
Gallery, which opened in 1991 as
the Sainsbury Wing.
Alex Sainsbury has been

collecting contemporary art since
1993, but he sees it as a “very
separate activity” to the gallery.
“My collection is not of the
foundation kind,” he told us.
“There are some very nice works
in it, but it’s a small collection.
I’m certainly not going to show
any of it in this space. There’s no
interaction between my collection
and the activities of Raven Row.”
Mr Sainsbury sees the new

space as “definitely not a fly-by-
night commitment”. He said: “I
hope it’s going to be a very
interesting part of London’s visual
culture. I think it will be running
for a long time, with or without
me as director. My directorship is
dependent on my ability to
produce a programme of interest.”
The gallery has a board including
Jenni Lomax, director of Camden
Arts Centre, and Alex
Farquharson, director of
Nottingham Contemporary. “I
don’t want this to be anything
other than a worthwhile project. I
intend Raven Row itself to last at
least 20 years,” he added.
Rosie Spencer

Winners
� Video artist Mark Leckey is the winner of
this year’s Turner Prize awarded by the Tate.
The 43-year-old artist won the £25,000 award
with an installation that featured cartoon
characters such as Felix the Cat and Garfield.

� British multimedia artist Tacita Dean has
won the €25,000 Kurt Schwitters Prize
from the Lower Saxony Savings Bank
Foundation. The award ceremony and the
opening of an exhibition of Dean’s work is
scheduled for the end of 2009 at the Sprengel
Museum in Hanover.

� The recipients of the Paul Hamlyn
Foundation’s Visual Art Awards are:
sculptor Alison Wilding, multimedia artist
Simon Martin, installation artist Duncan
Campbell, video and performance artist
Marcus Coates and multimedia artist Terry
Smith.Each will receive £45,000 from the UK-
based foundation over a three-year period.

� The Rockefeller Foundation has
named the 16 recipients of its annual New
York City Cultural Innovation Fund
Awards, which provides grants of $50,000-
$250,000 to organisations that have
contributed to the city’s cultural fabric. This
year’s recipients include the non-profit, multi-
discipline art space Performa, the New York
Historical Society and public art producer
Creative Time.

� Iraqi librarian Dr Saad Eskander has been
awarded an honourary fellowship by the UK’s
Chartered Institute of Library and
Information Professionals. Dr Eskander,
who heads the National Library and Archives in
Baghdad, is regarded as a hero for his rescue
efforts after the building was set alight during
the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003. The library
and archives are now open to researchers, and
Dr Eskander is credited with restoring much of
the damaged and looted collection.

� Liverpool artist Paul Rooney has won the
second annual Northern Art Prize. Rooney
won the £16,500 award for his work which
incorporates voices of semi-fictional personas.

The
glittering

prizes
LONDON. Inadequate insurance
taken out by Lancaster city
council has left a public art project
by US artist Mark Dion in ruin
after thieves stole 21 bronze
sculptures in February 2008. The
works, made by local sculptor
RobertWilliams, were part of The
Tasting Garden, a public garden
created in 1998 by Dion for
the inaugural Artranspennine
exhibition organised by Tate
Liverpool and the Henry Moore
Institute. The garden consists of a
series of pathways, each
terminating with a heritage-
variety fruit tree and a plinth with
a 2ft sculpture of the
corresponding tree’s fruit. Dion
said: “The idea was that when the
garden matured, visitors could
taste their way through it.”
The project was initiated by the

local Storey Gallery for the
exhibition which featured 40
public art installations at 30 sites
from Liverpool to Hull. The
walled-garden is located on city-
owned land adjacent to the gallery.
While the gallery was closed for
renovation, thieves took
advantage of the garden’s lack of
supervision and stole all but one
of the sculptures. When Dion and
the gallery approached the city
about the insurance policy, they
learned that it did not cover
larceny (theft without force).
Dion said: “My understanding

is that the city took out the wrong
insurance. The policy only covers
against forced entry and as these
are outdoor sculptures, it doesn’t
seem to apply.” Storey Gallery
director John Angus said that
although the gallery initiated the
project, it was on property given
to the city in May 1998. “The city
had a contract to maintain the
garden for ten years and the theft
occurred within that period.”

“If we can’t replace the fruit,
the work is over,” said Dion. “I’m
not sure what the future plans are
for the garden but without the
sculptures it wouldn’t have
anything to do with me. The local
council has no appreciation for
this work…they don’t understand
that it is a fabric of the city.”
Dion also regards this robbery

as symptomatic of the issue of
bronze sculpture theft in the UK.
He said: “This is just a small part
of a larger epidemic in Britain.”
Dion and the gallery are

looking at the possibility of re-
casting the sculptures in resin.
“We would like to recreate the
piece in another material that
would not be a future target for
thieves,” said Mr Angus. Dion
added: “Changing the material
would not be a detriment to the
work—I’m willing to negotiate
and do whatever is necessary to
make this happen.”
Although the city still

advertises the garden on its
website as one of its public art
projects, when asked by The Art
Newspaper if they plan to replace
the sculptures a spokesperson said
“not at this time”. Emily Sharpe
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